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(54) Title: METHODS OF INCORPORATING AN AD HOC CELLULAR NETWORK INTO A FLXED CELLULAR NETWORK

(57) Abstract: In this invention, we disclose
methods directed toward integrating an ad hoc
cellular network into a fixed cellular network.
The methods disclosed herein automate the cre
ation and integration of these networks. In addi
tional embodiments, we disclose methods for
establishing a stand-alone, ad hoc cellular net
work. In either of these implementations, we in
tegrate or establish an ad hoc cellular network
using mobile ad hoc cellular base stations con
figured to transmit and receive over a variety of
frequencies, protocols, and duplexing schemes.
The methods flexibly and dynamically choose
an access or backhaul configuration and radio
characteristics to optimize network perform
ance. Additional embodiments provide for en
hancing an existing network's coverage as
needed, establishing a local network in the< event of a loss of backhaul coverage to the core
network, and providing local wireless access
service within the ad hoc cellular network.
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Box No. II Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect o f certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons:

Claims Nos.:
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

2. I I Claims Nos.:
because they relate to parts o f the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an
extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

□ Claims Nos.:
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second a d third sentences o f Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

This application contains the following inventions o r groups of inventions which are not so linked a s to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1 . In order for all inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fee must be paid.

Group : Claims 1-16 are directed toward a method of establishing a n a d hoc cellular network involving mobility state.

Group II: Claims 17-24 are directed toward a method of establishing a n ad hoc cellular network involving tunnel overhead packets.

Group III: Claim 25 is directed toward a method of establishing a n a d hoc cellular network involving modifying a n accesss signal or
backhaul parameter

-***-See Supplemental Page-***-

As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims.

A s all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment o f
additional fees.

□ As only some o f the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

1-16

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the
payment o f a protest fee.

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest
fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

N o protest accompanied -the payment o f additional search fees.

Form PCT/ISA/2 10 (continuation o f first sheet (2)) (July 2009)
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-"'-Continued from Box III: Lack of Unity of Invention-***-

Group IV: Claims 26-28 are directed toward a method of establishing an ad hoc cellular network involving modification of packet
protocols.

Group V: Claims 29-30 are directed toward a method of establishing an ad hoc cellular network involving primary and secondarye
connections.

The inventions listed as Groups l-V do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13.1 because, under PCT Rule
13.2, they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons:

The special technical features of Group I include a. analyzing a speed to determine a mobility state of an ad hoc cellular base station; b.
querying a local or remote cache stored in a computing server to determine a backhaul configuration or an access configuration for the
ad hoc cellular base station; c. receiving the backhaul configuration or the access configuration for the ad hoc cellular base station from
the local or remote cache; d. evaluating an operational parameter of a neighboring cellular base station; e. determining if the access
configuration or backhaul configuration should be updated based on the operational parameter; and f . transmitting or receiving an
access signal or a backhaul signal using the access configuration or the backhaul configuration, which are not present in Groups ll-V.

The special technical features of Group II include a. establishing a wireless backhaul connection for an ad hoc cellular base station
further comprising the steps of: i. receiving a data packet from an ad hoc cellular base station; ii. extracting a tunnel overhead packet
from the data packet so as to create a modified data packet; iii. storing the tunnel overhead packet in a memory; iv. forwarding the
modified data packet to a second ad hoc cellular base station using an IP routing protocol; v. receiving an acknowledgement from the
second ad hoc cellular base station indicating that an establishment of a bearer is complete; and vi. anchoring an IP session to shield an
external network from a backhaul IP change, which are not present in Groups I and ll-V.

The special technical features of Group III include a. receiving a message sent from a user equipment operating in an existing cellular
network, wherein the message is sent over a control or bearer channel; b. analyzing a characteristic of the message; c. analyzing an
operational parameter of the existing cellular network; d . determining if an ad hoc cellular base station should enable, disable, or modify
an access signal or a backhaul signal based on the analysis of the characteristic of the message or the operational parameter, which are
not present in Groups I, II, IV, and V .

The special technical features of Group IV include a. optimizing a data path wherein the optimizing further comprises: i . receiving a first
data packet from a user equipment at a first ad hoc cellular base station wherein the first ad hoc cellular base station includes a local
gateway providing local wireless access; ii. removing a first protocol header from the first data packet; iii. storing the first protocol header
in a memory; iv. receiving a second data packet wherein the second data packet was sent from a second ad hoc node having processor
with limited core network functionality stored theron; v. analyzing a plurality of data packet headers stored in the memory in order to
determine which corresponds to the second data packet; and vi. appending a second data packet header to the second data packet,
which are not present in Groups l-lll and V.

The special technical features of Group V include a. a first ad hoc cellular base station establishing a first primary connection with a core
cellular network; b. a second ad hoc cellular base station establishing a connection with the first ad hoc cellular base station; c. the
second ad hoc cellular base station establishing a second primary connection with the core cellular network; d . determining if the quality
of the first primary connection falls below a threshold parameter; and e. replacing the first primary connection with the second primary
connection if the quality of the first primary connection falls below the threshold parameter, which are not present in Groups l-IV.

The common technical features shared by Groups l-V are a first ad hoc cellular base station; a second ad hoc cellular base station; a
user equipment; a fixed cellular network; receiving data from the second ad hoc cellular base station; analysing data received from the
second base station; evaluating a connection based on the received data; and performing an action regarding the connection based on
the calculation; wherein the connection is a backhaul connection.

However, these common features are previously disclosed by US 2008/0261602 A 1 to Livneh, N (hereinafter 'Livneh'). Livneh discloses
a first ad hoc cellular base station (femto base station (fBS) A, which may be part of an ad hoc cellular network, paragraphs [0045] and
[0053]); a second ad hoc cellular base station (femto base station (fBS) B, which may be part of an ad hoc cellular network, paragraphs
[0045] and [0053]); a user equipment (user equipment device 112, paragraph [0054]); a fixed cellular network (cellular network,
comprising cellular network equipment 124, paragraphs [0053]-[0054]); receiving data from an ad hoc cellular base station (system can
receive QoS information from the fBS devices, paragraph [0106]); analysing data received from the ad hoc cellular base station (system
can determine QoS parameters associated with a data link between fBS devices, paragraph [0106]); evaluating a connection based on
the received data (system can determine QoS parameters associated with a data link between fBS devices, and make determinations
for connection choices based ont he data link QoS, paragraphs [0106] and [0107]); and performing an action regarding the connection
based on the calculation (system can route user traffic over different fBSs based on data link QoS, paragraphs [0107]-[0108]); wherein
the connection is a backhaul connection (the different connections over which user data may be routed may be backhaul connections
between the fBSs, paragraph [0108]).

Since the common technical features are previously disclosed by the Livneh reference, these common features are not special and so
Groups l-V lack unity.
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